
FEBRUARY MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE:  

“Don’t limit your challenges. Challenge your limits!” 

ALBANIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER!!! 

 







WELCOME MS. DANIELA, OUR NEW SRE-SC.OOL 1 

TEAC.ER!! 

Hello All!  

I am Ms. Daniela. I’m originally from Ecuador, but I was 

raised in Charlotte, North Carolina. I initially visited Albania 

as a volunteer in 2019, but soon after I met my now-husband 

and decided to live in Tirana. During my formation, I started 

working as a volunteer for an organization that offered ser-

vices to children with special abilities, which enable me with 

the sense of a better understanding as well as the dedication, 

patience, and care a child needs. Thereafter I became more in-

volved in childcare/education, gaining experience as a private 

tutor, child sitter, and daycare provider. I look forward to nur-

turing the minds of our future generation, with love, care, and 

kindness.   

 



PRESCHOOL 2

This month we took a closer look at animals. 
We noticed what we have in common and 

what things are different. Animals have basic 
needs just like us. Many animals have body 
parts that are different from ours like wings, 
fins, scales, trunk, tail, etc. We also learned that 
different parts of animals have special names 
and abilities. We all have a need for shelter. 
We enjoyed looking at many different types of 
housing from around the world. We discovered 
that we have many budding architects/engineers 
in our group as we used many different types 
of materials to construct homes, zoos, farms, 
vehicles and many other creations. Valentine’s 
Day was a time to celebrate love and kindness by 
making Valentine’s cards for someone we love 
(family member, friend or teacher). We talked 
about how we can be a loving friend every day 
and be a kind brother, sister, etc. Some of our 
story time books were The Three Little Pigs, 
Elmer, Big Sister Little Sister, No Matter What, 
The Little Red Hen, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, 
and Green Eggs and Ham. Making and playing 
with ooblek was a great sensory activity and 
opportunity for messy play. This month we wish 
a very Happy birthday to dear Erin and Sebel! 

with Ms. Jenni and Ms. Ema





KINDERGARTEN



English Skills
◦ In English Skills the students have been improving their reading skills by blending the 

sounds they have already studied in class.
◦ The students are reading short stories from the Unit 6 Reading Book ‘Kit’.
◦ The pupils have been introduced to punctuation names such as period, comma and 

apostrophe.
◦ Introduction to question words such as Who, What, Where, When and Which and when 

to apply them in questions.
◦ The pupils are also able to segment the sounds for different words.
◦ They can read and match the words in the book worksheets with the correct 

picture. 



Mathematics
◦ In Mathematics the Kindergartners 

have been learning about 
numbers 11-17.

◦ They are able to use ten frames to 
show the correct amount of 
counters according to each 
number specified in the lesson.

◦ The pupils have been taught to 
identify which number is greater or 
less than the other.

◦ The children are able to write 
additions for each number using 
two ten frames.

Science
In Science the pupils have been 
learning about the Earths’ Natural 
Resources such as Rocks and their 
different sizes and textures, Water 
and where we can find it and how 
we need Soil to grow plants for 
people. The students have been 
introduced to Recycling or 
Reusing things to care for Natural 
Resources.
Most recently we have covered 
some of the seasons of the year 
and the type of weather we get 
during each season.



Albanian English Domain

◦ During the month of February the 
students have been learning and 
practicing the following letters during 
the Albanian lesson; L, LL, M, N, Nj and 
Numbers; 10, 11 and 12.

◦ The lessons include different stories and 
activities regarding each topic, letter 
or number.

◦ In English Domain, the students have 
been learning about Farms, a farmer’s 
jobs, the animals in a farm and their 
sounds.

◦ They have been rehearsing the sounds 
of the cow, the sheep, the pig and the 
hen in the song ‘Old Macdonald had a 
Farm’.

◦ They have been learning about cows 
and the dairy products that come from 
the cows’ milk such as ice cream, 
cheese and yoghurt. 



February was a great month for our first graders. By now we’ve covered 50% of the

curriculum in all subjects, and the kids have shown a lot of improvement. We are very happy to 

announce that our first graders’ MAP results for the winter session, showed that all of them met 

or exceeded their projected growth in math, and more than 75% of them met or exceeded their

growth projection in English.

Well done little superstars !
While we focus on the curriculum, we also make  sure to engage them in activities they love, such 

as  drawing, coloring, crafts and playing.

During the kindness week
they made cards, and wrote kind messages to their friends, teachers and family members.

First Grade News 
Ms.Juli & Ms.Vina



Happy Birthday 
dear Eri!

In English Listening 
and Learning we 

finished Domain 6 

“Astronomy”. The kids 

were so excited and eager 

to learn about our solar 

system and the planets. 

They enjoyed learning 

about the first trip to 

space and the moon , and 

some of them already 

decided to be astronauts 

when they grow up.

In Math we concluded 

chapter 6 .In this  chapter 

the superstars learned how

to model and write tens, 

and now we are learning to 

add and subtract tens. 

In English Skills 
Strand we are about 

to complete Unit 4,in 

which they were 

introduced the /r/-

controlled vowel 

sounds, syllables, and 

past-tense verb forms 

ending with –ed.





HERE    

Ms.Ariana’s
2nd Grade February 2022 

Newsletter 

Happy Valentine’s Day from GRADE 2!
We wish all our family and friends 
health and happiness on this special 

day and every day!



Language Arts: This month students’ will continue to 
learn different strategies to help them with reading 
comprehension. We will be focusing on questioning and 
making predictions before, during and after reading. The 
questions and predictions will help students analyze 
important information. When reading books for your 
child’s nightly reading, have them do picture walks and 
make predictions using picture and text clues. In 
Grammar, we are learning about adjectives. An adjective 
is a word that describes a noun. Look for adjectives
in books, newspapers, magazines, etc. 

This Month’s Curriculum Focus:

Math: This past month your child has been focusing on 2 and 3-digit addition and subtraction 
with and without regrouping. They have been engaging in word problems and learning strategies 
for answering all components of a problem, such as the 4-step method. They have been using 
manipulatives and technology to help them with these concepts. 



I am so proud of all of our children as they took part in and 
learned so much centered around the theme of KINDNESS. 

Each Student created a kindness card for a friend and wrote a 
short comment. We will continue with the challenges.

It is a positive, action-based bullying-prevention initiative that 
creates a school culture of kindness, compassion, unity, and 

respect among students.



Happy 8Th Birthday to AMELIA and PATRIK! 
We wish our wonderful students a successful year ahead! 



Love and Kindness are never wasted! 

                                                                                                                              

 

     

                                                    

         

Some of the best Science projects during this month:                   3rd Grade Math: Division strategies 

 The water cycle                                                                      Ready to start learning about  

 A volcanic eruption                                                                “Fractions”               

 Modelling erosion  

 Making a compost bin                                                          4th Grade Math: Add and subtract  

 Types of clouds                                                                       Fractions; Mixed numbers  

     Grades   

       3 & 4  

 



Second-graders completed their study of ancient China and moved on to 
ancient Greek civilization. They are enjoying stories about Greek Gods and 
the first Olympic Games!  They also had fun playing a “kindness game” as 
part of our school’s Kindness Week (Feb 14-18).

This was a short but 
busy month in English 
class for the students 
in Grades 2 (Domain) 
through 5!

Third-graders focused on building their reading stamina 
and strengthening their fluent reader skills by reading a 
total of 35 “power books” outside of class (and giving 
book reports on those in class!) and practicing reading 
aloud to each other and at home.



Fourth graders explored in detail the features and content of their textbook about the 
Iroquois Confederacy, using what they learned to make inferences and effectively write 
informative paragraphs.

They continue to hone their skill in paragraph writing by identifying how Haudenosaunee 
traditions are kept alive in modern times, for example through the game of lacrosse.



Fifth-graders completed their narrative 
essays about a personal success.  They are 
now working on their expository essays 
which explain the steps in a process. Topics 
for their essays range from how to grow an 
onion, how to draw a dragon, and how sour 
cream is made, to the steps for making a 
friend.

They also collaborated to make this fantastic 
piece of wall art to celebrate Kindness Week!



FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER

5TH GRADE

KINDNESS IS A GIFT EVERYONE 
CAN AFFORD TO GIVE!



KINDNESS MONTH



CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES!!!

Juert and Eva have promised to be the voice of their classmates in the 
Student Council. They have presented some great ideas which they will 

try to elaborate on the upcoming months. 
BEST OF LUCK!

EVAJUERT



ESL with Ms. Besjana
February has been an intense month with numerous 
absences, therefore I would like to wish everyone 
good health!
ESL students have learnt a bunch of new things, 
most of which are:
 Short /i/ word families
 Sight Words
 Spelling
 Making Sentences
 Capitalization and Punctuation
 Reading Comprehension
 Fragments, run-on sentences and sentences
 Stretching Sentences
 Present Simple
 Present Continuous
 Writing short paragraphs
 Class discussions (different topics)

LOVE is in the air in ESL ♥

FEBRUARY  NEWSLETTER



Newsletter December 12, 2021
In Life Science, students learned about Earth’s organisms and their classification. Students will
continue to study plants and plant processes by observing plant vascular tissue and plant
reproductive parts. Additionally, students will revisit the processes of photosynthesis and cellular
respiration as critical processes for plant survival, and students will study animal diversity.

Subsequently, students dove into
lessons on their own body systems. These lessons were full of
relevant content about how their bodies functioned, culminating
with infection and human health. Students got a look at real animal
hearts and lungs in order to study the structures and compare them

to their own.

In Earth Science. Students studied
Earth’s structure and the role of tectonic plates in forming and deforming landforms and



impacting the environment. Last week, students created models of volcanoes while learning about
their formation and structural features.

Seventh graders further explored water, the ocean and its features, waves, wind, currents, and the
atmosphere in preparation for learning how all of these work together to influence weather in an
upcoming unit.



5th Grade Science February 
Newsletter with Ms. Ariana

In the past month students focus on renewable and nonrenewable 
resources. They studied how people use resources for energy. In 

addition, they examine the engineering design behind new 
technologies that protect the environment. The energy we use is 
derived ultimately from Earth’s natural resources, which can be 

classified as either nonrenewable or renewable.



5th Grade Projects



Food chain is a linear sequence of organisms which starts from producer organisms and ends 
with decomposer species. Food web is a connection of multiple food chains. From the food 

chain, we get to know how organisms are connected with each other. Food chain and food web 
form an integral part of this ecosystem.



 

My 9th graders have been learning about Mexico! They made their own little travelog where they pretended to 
travel. They wrote about their experience during their vacation and all the wonders of this amazing Country. They 
were very creative and informational. We also learned about the pyramids, the Mayans, the Aztec and the Incas. 

The delicious food and different beliefs.   



 

In Grade 8 we have been learning about Geography from Europe, South America 
and North America. My clever students were working on their South American 
projects. They were very creative and informational. Great job guys! 



Grade 6 has been working on Ancient Greece as 
well. We talked about the geography of Greece, be-
liefs and customs. The Golden Age. All the famous 

philosophers like Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Ath-
ens vs. Sparta and Alexander the Great. They are 

slowly working on their reading comprehension. Al-
so, is Lorena’s last month at AIS. She will be greatly 

missed.  

My cute little 4th graders have been learning 
about Medieval African Kingdoms and the Ge-
ography of Africa. Kingdoms of Kush and Aksum. 
Ghana. The Land of Gold. Mali and Sundiata 
Keita and the Travels of Ibn Batutta. They even 
made their own little song from the reading. 
They were so creative! Great job guys!. 

In Grade 3 we have been learning about the Earli-
est Americans. Rion and Arbi did a great job mak-
ing their own flashcards.  

 

Francesca and Era made a great team 
working to make their wonderful flash-
cards. 

 

Mena and Alena did a great job working together 
matching the image with the correct definition.  

These busy little bees (3rd grade boys) were 
working hard on their flashcards. Great team 
work guys! 

In Grade 7 we have been learning about Hitler and the Holocaust. 
How he manipulated and brainwashed people to execute millions of 
Jews during World War II. We also watched a movie and wrote about 
the experience.    



The Upper-Level English Update (February, 2022)

Sixth graders are awesome! They created persuasive texts on a 
variety of topics to make our school even better – with ideas ranging 
from improving schoolyard activities to lunch menus to personal 
lockers. 

Seventh graders took on the Valentines Kindness Challenge for five 
days, in addition to writing persuasive essays as well as preparing & 
evaluating oral presentations.

Eighth graders are astounding everyone with their productivity! In 
February they wrote thought-provoking texts, created graphs based 
on their own data collection and explored literary classics such as The 
Hunger Games and 1984.

Ninth graders became profis at analyzing famous short stories such 
as The Necklace, The First Seven Years, Thank you, Ma‘am and more. 
They are well on their way to acquiring all the skills they‘ll need for 
outstanding high school achievement next year!



Focus on 8th graders

• Enea presents his classic novel, The Island of the Blue Dolphins.



Below left: After data collection was complete, each student created 3 graphs to visualize his / her findings. Here‘s one that shows when current 7th and 
8th grade students entered AIS. 

Below right: 8th grade boys know how to be productive and still have fun!



300,000

200,000

100,000

 

To a successful third trimester! 
Onwards! 

 
Address: Rr. "E Elbasanit", 
Njesia Administrative Nr. 2, 

Tirana 1010, Albania 
 

Phone: +355 69 474 6856 

 

 

AIS  |  FEBRUARY  |  2022 

 

 

UPPER  
GRADE SCIENCE 
NEWSLETTER 

Grade IX 
 

We have talked about Ecology in ninth grade 
this month, or the study of the relationships 
among organisms and their environment. After 
explaining that every ecosystem includes both 
living (biotic) as well as nonliving (abiotic) 
factors, we reasoned that life in any ecosystem 
requires at least one source of energy. What 
models the flow of this energy through the 
ecosystem, are food chains and food webs. In 
addition, we explained that matter also cycles 
in & out of an ecosystem. We concluded that 
pyramids model the distribution of energy & 
matter in an ecosystem. 

Dream Bigger   
Learn Better    

Shine Brighter 

 
 

Grade VIII 
 

We finished the topic of Mechanics this month in 
eighth grade. Students learned the concepts of work 
and energy, the work – energy theorem, and how to 
calculate power. We discussed more in depth two 
aspects of mechanical energy: kinetic energy T 
(energy by virtue of motion in a given reference frame) 
& potential energy V (stored “potential” energy). We 
ultimately covered six simple machines: Levers (First 
Class, Second Class & Third Class), Wheel & Axles, 
Pulleys (Fixed, Movable, Block & Tackle), Inclined 
Planes, Wedges, and Screws (Single & Multiple Start) 
and compiled a table of all of their ideal mechanical 
advantages, in the case of full mechanical efficiency.  



En Février on a fait des projets sur les 

monuments des pays ayant le Français pour 

langue officielle.



Music class  

In the month of February we learned a lot of 

Valentine songs with Preschool 2 and Kindergarten. 

With the first graders we started learning about the 

instruments families and this month we started with 

the string family.

With 2nd to 8th graders we focused on rhythm 

exercise of different levels.

With the 9th graders we learned the bass clef notes, 

how to read and write music in this clef and how to

find the notes and play them in piano. We also 

started learning about the Modern Music composers 

like Claude Debussy and Igor Stravinsky







UPCOMING EVENTS:

• MARCH 4TH- Parent-Teacher Meeting 

• MARCH 14TH- No school due to Summer Day

• MARCH 21ST, 22ND – Long Holiday due to Nevruz Celebrations 

• Field trips to be decided by the Student Council 

Follow us: 
Website: www.ais-tirana.org
Facebook: AIS Albanian International School
Instagram: ais_tirana

http://www.ais-tirana.org/
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